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More bounce to the ounce Prof's research ideas
printed in Forbes

By Jenny Hubbard
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

“I check ID cards, flirt with girls
and get in fights for a living,” said
Gilead McGee, a bouncer at Bull’s
Tavern downtown.
McGee, who has been a bouncer
for a year and a half, works every
Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
night as the only bouncer at Bull’s.
“It’s my job to protect the bar
from lawsuits, physical damage and
fines," he said.
In his time as a bouncer, McGee
said he has confiscated 75 fake ID
cards and caught four people doing
drugs, three marijuana users and
one cocaine user. When he finds
people doing drugs, the drugs are
flushed down the toilet and the
users are escorted out of the bar.
People selling drugs are reported to
the police and arrested.
“Selling and distribution of drugs
is absolutely unacceptable,” he said.
Despite the challenges associated'
with controlling a crowd of 50,
McGee said being a bouncer is “fun
and exciting.”
History senior Wade Green, a
bouncer at Tortilla Flats, agreed.
“When it comes to night jobs,
this is the best there is,” he said.
Currently, Green is taking 16
units and working three part-time
jobs. He works at Tortilla Flats on
Monday, Wednesday, Tliursday and
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Friday nights from 9 p.m. to 2 a.m.
Over the last four months, he has
had to stop three fights. On aver
age, he encounters five to 10 fake
ID cards a week.

Unlike M cGee, Green works
with a group of bouncers. On busy
nights, there is one bouncer at the

see BOUNCERS, page 2

ByJoshPetray
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER

The research of Orfalea College of
Business professor Cyrus Ramezani was
B J
recently highlighted in the April 14
edition of Forbes magazine.
Utilizing the growth rate and sales
earnings for thousands of companies
r.
between January 1990 and December
2000, Ramezani found that a company
with slow, steady growth is a far better
ñ
investment than a company with skyrixketing and volatile growth of earn
ings and revenue. The original study
was published in the December 2002
KATIE ZEALEAR/MUSTANG DAILY
issue of the Financial Analysts journal. Cyrus R am ezani holds his Forbes
“He’s a real treasure for our stu m ag azin e.
dents,” said CXI^OB Dean Terri Swartz.
Published studies help extinguish their students. Employers certainly
the notion that Cal Poly faculty expect the graduates or a reputable
research has no relevance to the “real institution such as Cal Poly to be cur
world” and will not impact students, rent in their selected field, he said.
Faculty research also brings national
who may not be conscious of faculty
recognition
for Cal Poly and enhances
research, Ramezani said. TTiis is espe
cially true of thiise studies that attract the opportunities for graduating stu
the national media, like Forbes maga dents entering a tough job market.
Consequently, as Cal Poly’s reputa
zine.
tion
strengthens, the quality of enter
“Most students wonder if the
research undertaken by their professors ing students improves, therefore
has a direct impact on their learning attracting better employers. This
experience and future careers,” pnx:ess puts Cal Poly on the map, and
Ramezani said students should be sup
Ramezani said.
He said research ensures that the portive of faculty research and actively
professors are current in their fields and
can bring the latest developments to
see FORBES, page 6

ASI Elections

Candidates identify their issues
By Allison Terry

ning are already major officers in ASI.”
Anderson and Berdial are running
MUSTANGDALY STAFFWItfTER
their campaign on $500.
Campaign season has begun, which
“We wanted to show students that
means it is time for Cal Poly students anyone can run,” Anderstm said.
to decide who will be the best repre “Students have so much power that
sentatives for next year.
they don’t even understand that they
The job of the Associated Students have.”
Inc. president and vice president is to
These running mates combine lead
represent the views of Cal Poly stu ership experience from the ASI
dents to the university administration, Executive Staff, ASI Board of
California State University system. Cal Directors, college councils, W OW and
Poly Academic Senate, city council Student Commimity Services, as well
and state legislature.
as other service organizations.
The campaign brings three main
“We want to represent students and
issues to the debate table: Allocation of really get things done,” Andersten said.
student fees, parking problems and “We want to know that the average
advocating the needs of all students.
student is feeling the effect of ASI stu
dent government, so we are not just
"ASI Your Way"
some officers up there who students
Alison Anderson and Olga
don’t know what we do.”
Berdial
Berdial said one of her main goals is
Anderson and Berdial said there to make sure that the campus commu
should be more accountability of ASl nity is informed about what really hap
to the student Ixxly. Maintaining class pens in student government.
accessibility, creating a strong bond
“A key factor is getting more infor
between ASI and Student Life and mation out to students,” said Berdial, a
ensuring fees will go toward actual stu journalism senior. “Students don’t real
dent needs are the main issues ly know alxYut everything that is going
addressed on their platform.
on, and 1 think if they were more
“We want to keep ASI open,” said informed it would be a happier climate
Anderson, presidential candidate and and miire people would vote.
civil engineeting senior. “1 think we Information is important.”
were afraid of looking exclusive when
Anderson said an asset the team
there is going to be a lot of money possesses is more experience outside
spent and when the only people run ASI, which will help them better tep-

resent the entire campus community.
“We bring a new, fresh look to ASI,”
AiuJerson said. “Instead of how-can
ASI be better, (it’s) how can ASI assist
with other programs to make student
life and the college experience better.”

"Breaking Barriers"
Kaitlin Ayers and Pedro
Vazquez
Determined to make ASI more
accessible to the concerned voices of
students, Ayers and Vazquez said they
are committed to making positive
changes at Cal Poly.
“We define our theme as we want to
work on issues that frustrate students
on a day-to-day basis and break barriers
down,” said Ayers, presidential candi
date and business senior.
One of the issues Ayers and Vazquez
will deal with is parking, including
working with city officials to increase
bus services and coordinate bus sched
ules to Cal Poly time.
“Many of the students who drive to
school everyday live within a mile of
campus,” Ayers said. “They still buy
parking passes, but they probably
wouldn’t if the buses were more conve
nient.”
The other issues the duo addre.ssed
include increased fees and student rep
resentation. They said their leadership
experience is the major qualification in
this campaign.

“We are a really good team, and as a
pair we can really make change,” Ayers
said. “We definitely have the drive and
determination to do this job.”
Ayers currently serves as ASI vice
president and has been involved in stu
dent government since her freshman
year. She has also been involved in the
Greek community, WOW, Open
House and Homecoming activities.
“We are not only professional, but
we are approachable,” said Vazquez, a
business junior. “We are willing to hear
the concerns that students have.”
Vazquez runs his own marketing
business, is a member of the ASI
Executive Staff and is the recruitment
chair for the Hispanic Business
Student Association. He also offers offcampus experience.
Vazquez said the big factor in deter
mining the true ASI leader is who will
be able to carry the campaign passion
and enthusiasm to next year.
“There’s a fire in my belly, and no, I
don’t need TU M S,” he said.
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"Every S tu d e n t Everyday"
Luke Parnell and John Paasch
Parnell and Paasch said students
deserve more: More access to classes,
more student services and more park
ing.
“The motivation for (Paasch) and 1

see ELEaiONS,page10
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crime Round Up
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April 23: A $70 textbook was stolen from a student in the
Robert Kennedy Library. In a separate incident, a w om an
left her purse on campus and w hen she returned it was
gone.

5-Day Forecast

April 24: Am ber lights (yellow em ergency lights) were

FRIDAY

stolen from the top o f a state vehicle.

High:64‘>/Low: 4 » ’

April 25-28: Thirty-five arrests w ere m ade during Open

ISÀTURDAY

House weekend, 24 o f which w ere for alcohol-related
crimes. Police m ade 12 arrests for public intoxication, eight
for minors in possession o f alcohol and four for driving
under the influence o f alcohol. Five were arrested for pos
session o f marijuana.

High:64»/Low:48“

SUNDAY

-

High: 66“/Low: 47“

MONDAY

April 26: A student was arrested for public intoxication in

High:67“/Low:48“ r^:

TUESDAY

the G-2 parking lot on Grand Avenue.The subject was
booked into San Luis Obispo County Jail at 2:43 a.m.

'

High:70«/Low:49¿

m ade an arrest for public intoxication on Slack Street and
Longview Lane at 1K)7 a.m.

door, one on the tower, one checking
stamps at the bar, one in the back
and one roaming. T he bouncers
rotate stations.
“I work with a good group of peo
ple,” he said. “We all have each
other’s back.”
As a bouncer, Wade is able to
hangout with other bouncers, meet
interesting people and listen to good
music, he said.
One thing Wade said he doesn’t
like about his job is the pay. Bouncers
usually make minimum wage plus
tips, which range from $6 to $10 a
night.
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— A stereo was stolen from a w hite Chevy Tahoe in the R-1 parking
lot.
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co n tin u e d fro m p ag e 1

The dress code for the job varies.
The bouncers at Mother’s Tivern
come to work in suits and ties.
“We don’t have a lot of problems
because we present ourselves in a
classy way,” said Will, a bouncer at
Mother’s Tavern.
The bouncers from all three bars
said their craziest experiences
involved finding couples engaged in
sexual activities. Will has caught a
few couples upstairs in M other’s
Tavern, and McGee stumbled upon a
couple in the street. Green hasn’t
actually found a couple engaged in
sexual activity. However, he has
heard from bouncers who have.
“1 don’t think you really want to
know what goes on in the bath
room,” he said.

April 27: An officer from the University Police D epartm ent

in
i
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BOUNCERS

April 28: Two vehicles were cited for having altered parking per
mits, one in the H-2 parking lot and th e other in the Grand Avenue
parking structure.
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Mens and
Womens
Accessories

Compiled by Mustang Daily staff writer Andy Fahey
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Vamper Yourself!
805 - 786 - 4wax (4929)
697 H ig u era Street • S u ite D • SLO
T u n - Fri,

(U p ftta irs )

CAR AUDIO • CAR SECU RITY • VIDEO^

544-5700

EXPERT SALES
AND INSTALLATION

SINCE 1983

O-

1001 H ig u era St
N ext to Firestone grill

LIRTMIOUMMNTH
ONMSnUATION

Monday-Saturday
11 am to 6pm
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CALENDAR»/ EVENTS

Going to Europe?
Planning on travelling this summer?
Discounted Student & Faculty
Summer airfares are in...and going fast!
Purcha.se your Eurailpass and receive
Free
a detailed European Rail Map & Timetable.
Call in or e-mail your request!
Phone: 783-7000 E -M ail: slo@tvltm .cnm
Or stop by and see us at Marsh & Broad w/free parking.

Saturday, May 3, 8pm
S A N LU IS O B IS P O S Y M P H O N Y
S E A S O N F IN A L E

Presentad by San Luis Obispo Symphony
Cohan Center

Sunday, May 4 3 8, 6pm
,

T H E P O S TM A N D E L IV E R S . .R O B E R T P O S T

Presented by Cat Poly Arts
Cohan Center

Friday, May 0, 8pm

Sunday, May 11, 3pm
CUESTA VOCÉ & ENCORE VOCAL JA22
SUNDAYS AT THE CENTER • FREE PERFORMANCE
Presented by the Center Outreach Services
Outdoor Plaza, Cohan Center
*BRINQ YOUR OWN LAWN CHAIRS*
Tuesday - Thursday, May 13-15, 8pm
Michael Flatley's • LORD OF THE DANCE
Presented by Cat Poly Arts
Cohan Center

M OCK ROCK

Presented by Friday Night Live
Cohan Center

H O O K A H

B A K

«

Saturday May 10, 7pm
S A N LU IS O B IS P O C O U N T Y Y O U T H S Y M P H O N Y

Custom hand-blown glass
% o f f w /¡
IViVitN-Sat lOan

It

ID

B e s t p r i c e s in tow n!

578 California Blvd.
(805) 593-0420

Presented by SLO County Youth Symphony
Cohan Center

KVEC

Thursday- Saturday, May 1 5 - 1 7 , 8pm
Sunday, May 18, 2pm
Wednesday- Saturday, May 21- 24, Bpm
ELEEMOSYNARY
Presented by Cal Poly Theatre and Dance Dept
Cal Poly Theatre

CO A ST

« €» « « 3 Wi

7icki‘t injifrmation: SLO-ARfS ( 756- 2787) • www.pacslo.org
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NationalBrieis
Report: Sharp increase in num
ber of biack children in
extreme poverty
WASHINGTON — The number
of black children living in extreme
poverty has risen sharply since 1999,
according to a report released
Wednesday by a children’s advocacy
group.
About 932,000 black children
under 18 lived in extremely pxxjr con
ditions, up aliruxst 50 percent from
1999 and about 25 percent since 2000,
according to an analysis of Census
Bureau data by the C^hildren’s [defense
Fund. The number is at its highest
level since 1979, the earliest figures
available.
The group defined “extreme pover
ty” as kids living in families with after
tax income below half the poverty
line. Poverty thresholds differ accord
ing to the size of a family. In 2001, half
the poverty line for a family of three
was $7,064 a year.
The increase came even though
Census Bureau data released last
S5eptember showed roughly 3.4 million
black kids living in poverty in 2001, a
steady dt*cline steadily since 1993.
That figure would include those con
sidered to he in extreme poverty.
Safety nets for the worst-off families
are being enxled by the Bash adminis
tration, causing fewer extremely ptxir
kids to receive public assistance, sjtid
Marian Wright Edelman, president of
the Children’s [defense Fund.

Energy D epartm ent will require
com petition for Los Alamos
contract
WASHINGTON — The Energy

Department will take competitive bids
for the contract to nin Los Alamos
National Laboratory for the first time
in the nuclear weapons lab’s history,
after high-profile management break
downs shcx)k confidence in current
management.
In his announcement Wednesday,
Energy Secretary Spencer Abraham
recognized the value of the work done
by the University of California, which
has managed the lab since it was the
birthplace of the atom bomb six
decades ago. But he said the university
bears responsibility for the manage
ment failures that have come to light
recently.
“Given that responsibility and the
widespread nature of the problems
uncovered at Los Alamos, 1 intend to
open the management of Los Alamos
to full competition when the contract
expires,” he said. The contract is due
to lapse in September 2005.

accounting problems.
Tyco did not directly address that
figure. But it said it was prepared to
take a charge of 55 cents per share
against its second quarter earnings to
reflect the accounting problems.
As a result of those charges, the
company said it would reptirt a secondquarter loss of 23 cents per share.
Analysts had been expecting Tyco to
report a profit of 32 cents per share.
The Bermuda-based company said
the new charges resulted from internal
audits, as well as two accounting
changes involving its ADT fire and
security systems subsidiary.
It said revenues for the second quar
ter were $9 billion.
Tyco, which has about $36 billion
in annual revenues, makes electronics,
medical supplies and a host of other
prtxJucts.

Tyco says problem s uncovered
in a u d it w ill force it to take
a d d itio n a l charges

N o rth Korea says an y U.S.
m ove to seek sanctions is a
p relu d e to w a r

NEW YORK — Tyco International
Ltd. acknowledged Wednesday it has
uncovered a new round of accounting
problems, jast months after assuring
investors an internal probe t)f its bxxiks
had faikxl to find any “significant or
systemic fraud.”
Tyco is preparing to absorb substan
tial new charges partly “arising out of
the company’s intensified internal
audits and detailed contn)ls and oper
ating reviews,” the company said in a
written release.
The announcement came after The
Wall Street Journal reported in
Wednesday editions that the company
had found roughly $1.2 billion in fresh

SEOUL, South Korea — North
Korean officials said Wednesday they
would regard any U.S. move to seek
U.N. sanctions against the communist
ciiuntry as “the green light to a war.”
The warning came after Stiuth and
North Korea agreed to try to peaceful
ly resolve the nuclear crisis, though
Pyongyang has said further talks with
the United States are useless unless it
drops its demand that the North first
scrap suspected atomic weapons pro
grams.
—
North Korea says abandoning such
programs would leave it defenseless
and has in the past said sanctioas
would be seen as a step toward war.

V
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Pyongyang “will take self-defensive
measures, regarding it as the green
light to a war” if Washington seeks a
U.N. resolution authorizing economic
sanctions agaiast it. North Korea said
in a statement on KCNA, its official
news agency.
South Korea’s Foreign Minister
Ycxm Young-kwan declined to answer
a reporter’s question Tuesday as to
whether the South would suppxirt
sanctions. He described the issue as
“very delicate and very sensitive.”
An unnamed spokesman for the
North’s Foreign Ministry was quoted as
saying by KCNA that recent U.S.
aggression compels North Korea “to
opt for possessing a necessary deterrent
force and put it into practice.”

ble.” If negotiations fail, “then we will
do what we have to do,” he added.

Pakistan arrests six te rro r sus
pects, including p lan n er o f
Sept. 11 and USS Cole b o m b in g

KARACHI, Pakistan — Pakistani
police have arrested six men linked to
al-Qaida, including a Yemeni man
wanted in connection with the Sept.
11 attacks and the bombing of the
USS Cole, an Interior Ministry official
said Wednesday.
Waleed Mohammed Bin Attash,
best known tis Tawfiq bin Attash or
Tawfiq Attash Khallad, was arrested
Tuesday during a pair of raids conduct
ed in southern Karachi by Pakistani
authorities. The identities of the other
suspects were not immediately known.
Talks to end Nigerian hostage
“This is a big catch. Al-Attash is
standoff 1n deadlock'
wanted
in the USS Cole bombing,”
LAGOS, Nigeria — Oil company
and labor negotiiftors trying to end an said Brig, javed Iqbal Cheema, the
11 -day hostage standoff broke oft talks head of Pakistan’s antio said. “1 think
Wednesday “in deadlexk,” union lead he is very important.”
ers said, as navy ships sailed toward off
U.S. counterterrorism officials in
shore drilling rigs where 97 foreigners Washington confirmed the capture of
were being held.
the suspect, also known as Khallad,
After four hours of negotiations in itnd described him as one of the mostthe commercial capital of Lagos, Peter wanted al-Qaida fugitives. Khallad was
Akpatason, president of Nigeria’s active in plotting new attacks, the offi
largest oil union, accused company
cials said on condition of anonymity.
and government officials of “planning
U.S. intelligence officials said
to use force” to end the standoff by 100
Khallad is suspected of meeting with
disgruntled Nigerian workers.
two of the Sept. 11 hijackers in Kuala
“If they u.se force and hurt any of
Lumpur, Malaysia, in January 2000.
our members, we will hurt the econo
Thi>se hijackers, Khalid al-Mihdhar
my,” Akpatason warned without elab
and Nawaf al-Hazmi, were on the
orating.
Capt.
Shinebi
Hungiapuko plane that crashed into the Pentagon.
declined to say how rrumy ships were
involved. The navy spokesman said Briefs compiled from The Associated
his forces “want to make sure every Press wire service by Mustang Daily
thing is siirttxl out amicably, if possi managing editor Malia Spencer.
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Come watch the NBA & NHL playoffs
while enjoying great gmb & coM bevies!
Pizza deals starting at $5.95!
Great prices on cold tap beer!
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Menage a trois: Arming pilots isn't safer for fliers
Three's company' W
or three's a crowd?
he number three has a mystical power. It is associated with mar
velous achievements like the first prime number, Neapolitan
ice cream and the 1980’s classic sitcom “T h ree’s Company.” It
is also connected with the only good thing to come out of France - the
menage a trois.
Group sex is the final frontier in sexual excess and exploration. It
may arouse visions of Amsterdam opium dens, or “Office Space”
dreams of what you’d do with $1 million, but three-ways have become
increasingly mainstream.
Curiosity is perhaps the biggest motivator. W e’re young and entitled
to some experim entation. Our available years for orgies are waning as
we speak. In college, it’s justifiable, but when you’re 35, you have some
issues.
It’s perfectly natural to be curious. Our culture is obsessed with a
super-sized life. Boxes of wine, 48-ounce Slurpees, cars that seat eight:
If we buy in bulk, then shouldn’t we love in bulk as well? Why sleep
with one person when you can sleep with two? But if your gallon drum
of artichoke hearts from Costco isn’t working out, you can throw it
away and move on. Sexual experiences, however, leave tattoos on your
psyche.
Three-ways aren’t for everyone. If you’re a pearls-and-lace girl, stick
to what you know. Don’t host a gang-bang
to create a la vida loca lifestyle or swap
operas for orgies. You’ll only hate it. It may
be overwhelming, leaving you with feelings
of guilt and shame. You might also be
unprepared for the reputation that follows.
O nce word gets around about your romp
with two football players, the name
“Fingercuffs” will linger longer than you
might like.
So, who should be involved? Should you
be the “guest star” with another couple, or
will any two do? For safety’s sake, 1 wouldn’t
recommend picking someone random from a
party or bar, but the anonymity is often
exciting. Your best bet is probably with your
friends. You can laugh about it after, and
trust them not to blab. Just be clear on the
plan before blending the margaritas.
So how the hell do you get one started? I would turn to my old reli
able troubleshooter: A lcohol. Lots and lots of it. A menage a trois is
too awkward to tackle sober, so take some shots. If you get rejected,
blame it on Cuervo and the spell of C inco de Mayo.
Many foolish adults see a threesome as a way to spice up their rela
tionship. College kids are smart: If your sex life is bland with one per.son, you dump them and move on. No rings, no kids, no problem. Or
you get some massage oil, rent a dirty movie and “learn-by-doing.” We
are certainly astute enough to realize that if you want to improve a
relationship, the dumbest thing to do is add another person into the
mix. Guys, do you really want to see your girl wriihing around with
another guy, forgetting you altogether? Yes, your girl going bi is sexy,
but it won’t be as seamless and choreographed as porn. Ladies, a pair
of hearts will easily become a three-way crowd.
Beware: If your sweetheart suggests a menage a trois, it might be a
trap. Maybe it’s my suspicion-prone Mafia heritage, but he or she may
be setting you up for a situation where you have to choose.-If you pay
more attention to the other person, you could end up with a menage
a solo! They may be looking for an excuse to end things, and will cap
italize on the stressful aftermath of an orgy. Or they may just want to
hook up with other people, and are using a three-way as a guilt-free
loophole.
Overall, group sex is great in theory. But so was nuclear energy and
Communism, noted a sage at the Health Center.
In my experience, many of us want someone to ... come and knock
on our door, take a step that is new, where the kisses are hers and hers
and his. But maybe we should leave it to the professionals down at the
Regale Beagle: Janet, Chrissy and Jack Tripper.

T

Shallon Lester is a speech communication senior w ith six weeks of
orgy potential left. You do the math and drop her a line at shallonlester@ hotmail.com.

e thought we were safe.
W ith increased security
measures. X-rayed baggage
and metal detectors checking every
inch of our bodies, now airline pilots
may be packing heat behind cockpit
doors, making an easy target and
tool for hijackers and suicide mis
sions.
Come on, passengers can’t even
bring nail clippers in their carry-on
luggage.
Last week, the first graduating
class of 44 armed airline pilots took
to the skies toting 40-caliber semi
automatics in reinforced lock boxes.
Many of the rules and regulations
set forth by the Transportation
Safety Adm inistration (T S A ) to
control these gun-bearing pilots

Commentary hl l n
c r it i cized. They are thought to be so
intrusive that the measures begin to
hamper safety instead of improving
it.
The pilots, who originally num
bered 48, were volunteers selected
on the basis of diversity of gender,
age, experience, corporation and
type of aircraft. Four officers were
released because of background
checks.
They spent a week in Glyncoe,
Ga., enduring a concentrated train
ing experience including marksman
ship and non-lethal self-defense
before .ihey were sworn in as federal
flight deck officers.
Although I do agree that these
pilots have been properly trained,
psychologically tested and screened

N ow any pilot or
crewmember's luggage will
scream, 'steal me.' C an
you imagine the security
nightmare this could bring
about?

thoroughly, I can’t help but worry
what threats this will pose to passen
gers’ safety.
Can I even count how many
movies I’ve seen where some bad guy
knocks out the pilot and dresses up
in his clothes and steals all his stuff?
No, and while 1 know that is only
Hollywood, it seems people these
days are getting more and more crazy
ideas from the movies.
Now any pilot or crewmember’s
luggage will scream, ‘steal me.’ Can
you imagine the security nightmare
this could bring about? Especially
since the thief will be beyond any
safety measures in place to protect us.
T he airlines and the T S A have
concerns about this new measure
because they could be held liable if
the firearm inadvertently injures the
pilot, a passenger or part of the crew.
Keeping the gun in a lock box is a
dangerous move that is intended to
make airline customers believe that
the firearm is safely locked away.
This measure is deeply opposed by
the pilots.
They oppose it with good reason.
It turns pilots into targets without
allowing them a way to defend
themselves. If the guns were carried
on the person, at least they would

always know where it was and would
be able to access it quickly if an inci
dent did occur.
The T S A sees this as an extreme
security risk because the gun could
in fact be wrestled away from the
pilot or be misfired in the cockpit.
But this form of safety is much better
than the government’s last resort
plan of having an F-16 shoot a
hijacked airliner out of the sky,
killing all the innocent souls aboard.
A recent Department of Justice
study of lost and stolen weapons in
the FBI ranks showed that not a sin
gle theft occurred while the weapon
was secured in the holster on a per
son. T he study, spanning 30 years,
revealed that the majority of the
weapons lost or stolen were placed
in gym bags, handbags or briefcases.
Five years from now, as many as
one in three U .S. pilots could be car
rying weapons on the flight deck.
Since passengers are not supposed to
know which pilots are armed, it is up
to luck of the draw where a gun
could end up.
After the Sept. 11 attacks on the
United States, everyone is co n 
cerned about the safety of air trans
portation, but whether this new
measure will discourage or encour
age passengers to take flight once
again is still a mystery.
I will continue to fly, but I know 1
will be wary every time I see a pilot
board the plane carrying a locked
briefcase.

Caitlin O'Farrell is a Journalism
senior and Mustang Daily staff
writer.

Letter to the editor
In a world filled with war, Shallon is
a guilty pleasure

the press. If her column bothers you that much, don’t read
it. And Shallon: Keep it up, you’re fabulous!

Editor,

Kristen Michallik is a business administration sopho
more.

This is in response to Camille Lucio’s critique of
Shallon Lester’s ‘Sex and San Luis’ column, (“‘Sex and
San Luis’ column lacks depth, variety,” April 24). Camille,
while I will grant you that much of Shallon’s subject mat
ter is not exactly the kind of material that generates “deep
er conversations" around campus, I personally find it wild
ly funny and entertaining (and know a lot of other people
who feel the same way). Her column is the first thing in
the Daily that I read on Thursdays, and 1 am never disap
pointed.
Most days I have one of those “I know exactly what
that’s like!” breakthroughs, and if not, I will laugh myself
almost to tears. You quoted her from a previous column as
saying that shaved pubic hair makes her “itch like crazy in
underwear ...” Have you ever had that feeling? It sucks!
Why not bond over it and have a good laugh? Why does
everything have to be serious and thought provoking?
In a world full of war and suffering, difficult classes and
bad days, it’s nice to occasionally indulge in guilty plea
sures like expensive chocolate, reruns of “Will and
Grace,” Wednesday night cocktail parties and Shallon’s
column. The Daily covers all sorts of news that lends itself
to deep, thought-provoking discussions on campus. It’s
not inappropriate to have one column written for enter
tainment.
Last time I checked, we still have freedom of speech and
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R. Kelly can't hide from truth behind 'Ignition'
W

hen someone mentions the name women who accused him of having sex with
R. Kelly, the first thing 1 think of is them when they were minors. Kelly married
the song “Ignition R em ix.” My the late singer Aaliyah when she was only 15,
but with
the marriage was later annulled.
roommates and 1 have become obsessed
Kelly is also facing a lawsuit from a Chicago
what we have affectionately titled the “toottoot, beep-beep” song. We listen to it while woman who accused him of impregnating her
getting ready, we play it in our cars, and yes, when she was a minor, then forcing her to
we are the annoying girls who request it over have an abortion.
The current charges surfaced when the
and over at the Z-Club. W ith lyrics like,
Chicago
Sun-Times received a copy of a video
“We’re sippin’ on coke and rum. I’m like so
what I’m drunk,” that showed Kelly participating in sexual acts
how could you with a 14-year-old girl. The newspaper then
not
love
this turned the tape in to Chicago police, who
interviewed more than 50 witnesses that later
song:
Then one day it hit me. This man is about went before the grand jury and identified
to stand trial for 21 counts of child pornogra Kelly as the person in the video.
If convicted, the Grammy-winning singer
phy.
could
face a prison term up to 15 years, and a
i soon began to question my own morality.
If I have such strong opinions against tine of up iO $100,000.
Kelly, who is keeping quiet, recently
pedophiles, why am 1 supporting this man by
released a new song, “A Soldier’s Heart.”
listening to his music?
Kelly is not a newcomer to controversy. He W hat a coincidence. A man who is about to
has previously settled lawsuits involving two stand trail for child pornography releases a

Commentary

Soap opera late
in championing
for gay rights
T

he first lesbian kiss on daytime television tiX)k place April 23 on
A B C ’s “All My Children.” Erica Kane’s youngest daughter, Bianca
Montgomery (Enden Riegel), kissed her new friend Lena (Olga
Sosnovska).
Even though the first kiss of true love usually makes a touching scene,
watching two girls kiss isn’t as exciting as A BC would like to believe. We’ve
all seen two girls kiss, and we could see a lot more without having to watch an
episode of “All My Children.”
Gay activists and conservative organizations have responded to the kiss predictably. According to Buddy Smith, executive
assistant at The American Family Association,
“ “It’s an outright promotion of the homosexual
lifestyle.”
Michael Young, media representative for the Gay and Lesbian Alliance
Against Defamation (G LA A D ), said the kiss was “Great and long overdue.”
Contrary to what Smith and Young may think, networks are not trying to
promote the homosexual lifestyle. They are trying to get ratings. We shouldn’t
assume that a lesbian kiss on daytime television will directly affect stKiety.
Gays, lesbians and bisexuals already occupy important roles in pK)litics, educa
tion, business and entertainment. The visibility of gay and lesbian and bisex
ual entertainers and public figures has created a culture that cannot ignore the
homosexual population.
___________________
_____ ___________
Basically, daytime drama is ^
late. Gay, lesbian and bisexual In Order to succeed, tekvision
characters already occupy
impHDrtant roles in film and
television. According to an

shows must target and Satisfy an
..

r‘

i >

audience. FoT this reoson, many
shows use Stereotyping OS a way

April
18
“Entertainm ent
Tonight” report, the first
-j
i*
primetime lesbian kiss took
identify COmmonallty.
place 12 years ago on N BC ’s
“L.A. Law.”
Since then, networks have gone from being accused of under-representing
the gay population to sensationalizing the gay experience.
Several television programs, including “Roseanne,” “Ellen” and “Will and
Grace,” have received media attention for their depictions of gay, lesbian or
bisexual characters. Other shows, like “Three’s Company,” “Buffy the Vampire
Slayer,” “Dawson’s Creek” and “Saturday Night Live,” have included gay, les
bian or bisexual characters as a part of their regular (or semi-regular) cast.
In order to succeed, television shows must target and satisfy an audience.
For this reason, many shows use stereotyping as a way to identify commonali
ty. In one night of television programming, you could find stereotypes based
on gender, age, class, education, profession, nationality, ethnicity and sexual
orientation.
The comedic use of stereotypes is not new. During the 1970s, Afro-centric
books, movies and television shows used stereotypes to depict black charac
ters. However, as the number of black entertainers and public figures has
increased, media depictions of blacks have become more authentic.
Hopefully, as gays, lesbians and bisexuals become more visible in the media,
representations of gays will become less stereotypical and less sensational.
Characters like Jack from “W ill and Grace” only represent a small portion of
the gay community.
Overtime writers, directors, producers and actors will become more com
fortable with the gay and lesbian characters they’re trying to represent. As a
result, gay and lesbian issues will receive more attention from government,
business and public entities.

Jenny Hubbard is a journalism senior and Mustang Daily staff writer.

I find myself over'dnalyzing each
line from his songs trying to figure
out what is going through this sick
m ans head.

song that will touch the hearts of Americans
and take full advantage of their vulnerable
state. Kelly really should thank his public
relations firm, because this was an extremely
smart move. What a great way to get people to
think that you are a hero, and forget you are a
pedophile.
Americans have become sensitive to any
thing regarding the war. The Dixie Chicks
were recently boycotted because lead singer
Natalie Maines made a comment about
Prestdenr Bush. Do we not live in a country
that prides itself on freedom ot speech? Yet
radio stations refused to play their music, and
their sales were directly affected.

What is wrong with this picture?
Kelly, who has admittedly had sex with
minors, is now on trial for 21 counts of child
pornography, and everyone is looking the*
other way. 1 have not heard of a single radio
station that is refusing to play his music, but
Maines practices her right to freedom of
speech and people are literally rolling over
Dixie Chick CDs with a tractor.
Americans are so consumed with the war
that people are not paying attention to what
is actually going on in America.
Suddenly the “Ignition Rem ix” is not
sounding as wonderful as it once did. 1 find
myself over-analyzing each line from his songs
trying to figure out what is going through this
sick man’s head.
“Running her hands through my fro,” are
we talking about a 14-year-old’s hands?
Makes you wonder, doesn’t it?

Meghan Nowakowski is a jourriaiisiT: senio.'’
and a Mustang Daily staff writer.

More letters to the editor
Bush doesn't have best track
record
Editor,
George W. Bush’s acceptance to Andover, a private
New England high school, and Yale were both based large
ly on his father’s alumni status. His academic rect)rd was
well-below par for such elite institutions. His college day
reputations were of binge drinking, promiscuous sex and
ctxzaine use. He received a DUl in 1976 at age 30, which
bars him from being a police officer or firefighter. So
where’s the evidence that he’s capable of governing the
greatest military power in the world?
This is the man who used his name to cut in line and
enlist in the Texas National Guard in 1968, successfully
dcxJging Vietnam service. As of Dec. 7, 2000, 152 people
had been executed during Bush’s tenure as governor of
Texas. This makes Dubya the most-killing governor in the
history of the United States. And this is our Kim-again
Christian, self-dubbed “Gimpassionate Conservative,”
liberty lovin’ cowboy American hero? Since 2001, Bush
has ended talks with North Korea over ballistic missiles,
withdrawn from the anti-ballLstic missile treaty with
Russia, restarted nuclear weapons research and develop
ment at Los Alamos Labs, broken the nuclear NonProliferation Treaty, increased the defense budget over
$100 billion, launched two illegal wars, turned the largest
government surpluses in history into the largest federal
deficit in history, prevented any major investigation into
the Sept. 11 tragedies, neglected the Israel and Palestine
struggle ar»d rendered the United Nations irrelevant.
Wise up Cal Poly; Bush is just another word for shrub.

motivation behind their visit to building 21 scxm
became apparent. They were haphazardly clearing the
bulletin boards of posters and flyers. Initially, they
informed me that they were simply removing outdat
ed items. 1 have some issues with that. Simply because
an event happened last week doesn’t prohibit a flyer
from continuing to be an effective means of advertise
ment for a club which can not afford to have a week
ly printing of promotional material.
I then made a shocking discovery. Our beatification
militia had a hidden agenda in their selection process:
Current events and upcoming announcements were
being removed.
1 was outraged. When confronted, the committee
confessed to me that there was a stricter criterion for
the removal of flyers. “Room for Rent” posters were
considered tacky, and thus removed. Upcoming per
formances at local establishments were not permissi
ble, because we wouldn’t want parents of future stu
dents realizing that college students iKcasionally con
sume alcoholic beverages. Classy (a.k.a. expensive)
posters, glossy ones on heavyweight paper were
allowed to stay, while struggling, under-funded clubs
were not allowed to represent themselves. The final
straw for me was when a committee member thought
lessly ripped down a structural engineering job-open
ing announcement.
Campus Beautification Committee: I have long
hair, I have a beard, 1 do not fit any current nor
medieval beauty prerequisites, I do not own clothes
from Abercrombie, 1 smell unique. Am I in compli
ance with campus beauty standards? Should 1 be
removed or at least hidden from view?

-----------------------------------------------------------------------^-------------------------

Tylor MkJdlestadt is an architectural engineering Junior Michael Kenpey is an architectural engineering
wishes the United States would fund jobs, not wars, senior.
and that people would kill their TVs.
God calls us to repent our sins

Fear and war aren't the answers
Editor,
Editor,
It only ux>k 19 suicide bombers, 5,500 lives, a puppet
president, a maniacal Cabinet, an apathetic Congress, a
stupid public, a pathetic patriotic ferv’or, st)mc trivial
protests, an uneducated army and a costly war to reveal the
racism, sexism, brutality, ignorance, greed, obesity and lack
of godliness that has tom the very fabric of thus country at
the seams.
While the rest of the more than 6 billion people in this
world march down a path of fear, I will turn toward a path
of individual peace, ecological protection, human c^quality, stellar education, spiritual freeilom, sexual wholeness,
deeper relationships and greater appreciation of the world
that I call my home.
1 am not an American, I am THE American.

Zubin Koshy is a music junior.

Beautification Committee disre
garded truth
Editor,
I had an unpleasant experience on campus (last
Friday night). I was putting in a late night at the lab
when I encountered three members of the Cal Poly
Open House Beautification Committee. Thinking
that they were cleaning up or recycling garbage on
campus, I commended their efforts. However, the true

In resp<mse to Zubin Koshy’s letter (“Let the gtxxl
goddess rise,” April 24), the question 1 have is “Why
shouldn’t I ask Jesus Christ to be my Lord and SaviorT’
After all, he is the way, truth, life and the only one
who can reconcile us with the Father (John 14:6).
We are all sinners (Romans 3:9-18) and can do
nothing gexxJ on our own (Isaiah 64:6). God who is
holy, just and righteous, just to name a few, tells us
that the standard is holiness (1 Peter 1:16).
He knows that we can never be holy or even follow
all of the Ten Commandments. In fact, even if we
break one of them, then we are still guilty of breaking
them all (James 2:10). The end result of sinning and
being a sinner is that we are separated from GtxJ and
condemned to eternity in hell (Romans 6:23).
All of us deserve to go to hell for what we have
done. Knowing that no person could ever live up to
the standard that he set, Gtxl sent his stm down to die
on the cross for our sins. In this way, GtxJ reconciled
us to himself through Jesus Christ (2 Qirinthians
5:18).
What God calls us to do is to repent of our sins and
confess with our mouth and believe in our heart that
Jesus Christ is Lord, then we will be saved (Romans
10:9-10). This is why 1 pray to Jesus Christ and ask
him to be my Lord and Savior.

Benjamin Candee is a civil engineering senior.
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FORBES
c o n tin u e d fro m p ag e 1
take part in the endeavor through
senior projects or simply by inquirin};
and learning’ about their professors’
research interests.
“It is a win-win situation tor both
the faculty and the students,” he said.
The senior project is the place
where many students may learn how to
conduct independent research and
analysis. It is ideal for students to
en^ja^e in faculty research to fulfill
these requirements, Ramezani said.

“Faculty alst) benefit jireatly, since
professors simply cannot find enouj.jh
time to lcH)k into every interesting
angle of their research,” he said.
To clarify his findings in layman’s
terms, Ramezani likened them to a
baseball team.
“You can have a team with consis
tent hitters as your players that pro
duce hits and runs, hut while they’re
not sluggers, they get the other players
moving from base to base,” he
explained. “Then you have the slug
gers, who hit a lot of home runs,
whereas st)me days they show up and
have no hits.”

1:

555 Ramona Drive
San Luis Obispo
Townhouse Apartments for Students
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STOP Looking for
Housing the Hard Way
And...
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C o ffe e Co.
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and Internet Cafe
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lours Available. Call for an application or apply online at
www.ValenciaApartments.com

Coffee &
Internet Access

G re a t A m e n itie s ...
* Private Bedrooms
*Academic and Year Leases
*GPA Discounts % %
*Recreation Center
*TV Lounge
'Computer Lab w/ F R E E Internet *Weight Room *Heated Pool
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www.2dogscoffee.com
Check website for
entertainment schedule
^

HOURS

M-Th 6am - 10pm
Fri & Sat Tam - 12pm
Sunday Tam - 10 pm
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Shed those winter cells
with a deep cleansing
and nourishing Facial...
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• Basic Facial... ^55^^
(Reg. $65^)

• European Facial... ^60^
(Reg.S75^)

Tommy Bahama

Present this Ad for Discount

w

Special Ends 5/31 - Call Now!

Lucky Brand Jeans
Nat Nast

107o Savings on all Beautycare
Products with Student I.D.!

Reyn Spooner

Salon Spa Treatments:
European Facials • Waxing • Makeup
Applications • Spa Manicures & Pedicures
Hair Design • Gifts & Jewelry

Cutter & Buck

Marigold Center • San Luis Obispo
3920 Broad Street at Tank Farm Rd

781-8682

Open 7 Days
www.skindeepsalon.com
I

pr of essi onal hair & skin car e products

P a tric k Jam es
P U R V E Y O R

TO

G E N T L E M E N

6416ip e ra at Sowntown'g west end.
(

805 549*9593
)

p tIP S if

orexoressii
I»''?:- i'
am not one to teel anonymt>us. Grantee
Fl don’t always jump at the chaftce to answer
Fquestipns in class, hut 1 try to stand out in
^ th e r wiys. 1 effer\’esce with enthusiasm. 1 per"^nalize my fk-ardrohe with plenty of Cal Poly parafphemalia. I attempt to loom above others by sporting
fthose fantastically comfortable tall black flip-flops. I
[even slapped a NorCal sticker on my black jetta, just to
[keep things fresh.
And after all that* Pve only learned that establishing
Ian identity with
car will take a lot more than a decal.
In an envirofi^ent reigned by sandals and Cal Poly
sweatshffts, mixJified cars serve as a means of
expression and combat social anonymity for
many student vehicle owners. W hile
many people modify their cars for perjformance purp(.)ses, cosmetic mt)difica'tions effectively take an automobile

V »

fegiiljir £5 iec^njzatJie,^ even to tne untrained e ^ ll
with things like body kits, spoilers, rims, custom paim|
jobs, lifts, drops and personalized license plates.
But that is not the only reastin people chotise to j
change the appearance of what they drive.
“T he standard Freudian explanation for trickingout or mexiifying a car is that it is an extension of
tile self,” psychology professor Don Ryujin said.
“Just as with clothes or a style of dress, it’s a ,
way of self-expression.”
Architecture sophomore Gordon Wong
spent more than a month preparing his car for
the custom paint job it now flaunts. The symmetrical'
design involves flame-inspired graphics that Wong drew]
up and then executed in sparkly bright, blue paint.
“I knew 1 wanted to put a design on the car,”

see EXPRESSION, page 9
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Healing Power

ReMEm bering victims through artwork
By Andy Fahey

As a feminist, Riggs uses art as a
therapeutic process. Many of her
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRITER
paintings are about women’s rights and
Providing hope to those who need contain abstract figurative images (if
it most is sometimes best accom women.
plished with the stroke of a hnish.
“It’s a really interesting aspect that
Local artist Dorothy Riggs will will add to the whole dynamic of the
attempt to help victims of sexual (week),’’ said Hayley Myers, an
assault and domestic violence with her English senior and student supervisor
artwork today in the University Union at the Women’s Center. “It will show
as part of Cal people that they can have a creative
ier, iltty don’t have to do more
► "The Gdruen
Week.
traditional
things like mourn.”
o f SHEden" CDRiggs will dis
Riggs described her painting style as
Rom is available
play
six
oil
paint
“abstract
symbology” — with bold
at the following
ings and also color and rounded forms.
San Luis Obispo
debut
“The
“It’s very eye-catching,” Myers said.
locations:
Garden
of “People are going to wonder what the
SHEden” CD- hell is going on with it.”
► Unity
ROM. It is an
Putting together “The Garden of
Bookstore
col- SHEden,” a three-year project, proved
interactive
► 2 Dogs'Coffee
lection of art, to be a personal experience for Riggs.
Co.
virtual She often writes pxTetry and keeps a
► The Gallery at music,
reality
and
com daily journal and the CD-ROM pro
the Network
puter animation vided a medium to display her writ
► TD Parker
and is narrated by ings, in addition to her paintings, in a
Salon and
Riggs.
high-tech and artistic manner.
Gallery
“I
think
it
“This CD has become an electronic
► San Luis
could be a kind of autobiography,” Riggs said.
Obispo Art
guiding light for
“The Garden of SHEden” allows
Center
other women,” the viewer to see, hear and understand
she said.
Riggs’ work, a rare feature in the art
Riggs, who is a survivor of rape and world.
domestic violence, said she feels very
“If you were to go into a museum or
close to the women ReMEmber Week in a gallery and look at a piece of art,
is designed to suppcTrt.
you might think, ‘Gee, I really like
“As an artist I can bring issues to that, but I wonder what was in the
raise awareness,” she said. “That’s the artist’s mind. Why did they paint that?
way I can be an activist.”
Where did that come from? I wonder
1 V./« ^

* «w

what motivated the artist,”’ she said.
Compiling the CD-ROM gave her
the chance to be vocal and tell stories
of why she painted a certain selection,
she added.
Perhaps the strongest message in
“The Garden of SHEden” is the use of
art as healing. Riggs fell into deep
depression and ceased painting follow
ing the deaths of her parents in 1995.
Only with the urging of a friend was
she able to get back into the studio
and work, by creating art, “these lOu! •
ders of pain just rolled off my back,”
Riggs said.
“I know what it’s like to grieve
because I’ve lost preople in my life,” she
said. “I think that my CD offers hcTpe
and shows an example of how you
could cope with adversity and how you
could get through grief.
“Art has a transformative power to
help one release any bound-up emo
tions inside,” she continued. “It’s a safe
way to release even anger or rage.”
This therapeutic process can be
esp>ecially helpful in dealing with acts
of sexual violence.
“People need a way to speak or just
get out their feelings about sexual
assault and sexual violence,” Myers
said. “There is a silence that surrounds
sexual assaults, and the purptTse of
ReMEmber Week and all of these
events is to break that silence so peo
ple will talk about it and thereby
become more aware.”
Awareness of sexual violence is the
first step before taking a firm stance

COURTESY PHOTO

'Red River R u n /a n oil p a in tin g by D o ro th y Riggs, is on display to d a y
fro m 11 a.m . to 1 p.m . in th e U n iversity U n io n Plaza as p a rt o f th e
R eM E m ber W eek activities. Riggs said she uses h e r a rtw o rk as an
e m o tio n a l release an d a to o l fo r healing.
against it, she said.
“Thinking about it is good, but
when you take your own energy and
your own passion to create something
physically and shtw that to the world,
that’s a big deal,” Myers said. “That
shows that you care and you’re not

only thinking about it, but you care
enough that you’re doing SLimething
about it.”
“The Garden of SHEden” will be
available to demo and for purchase
today in the University Union Plaza
from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m.

S K A T E B O A R D IN G H A S B E EN
B A N N E D at Cal Poly and Cuesta ColleRe.
That means no practicing your 360 flip in the
parking lot lx:rween cla.s.ses. You’re too old to he
spanked, hut .scolding isn’t out of the question.
Keep the following in mind:
SANTA BA R B A R A C O U N T Y
A U D IT O R -C O N T R O L L E R
ACCOUNTANT - AUDITOR I
(Starting salary $40,187 - S49,060/yr)

S K A T E B O A R D I N G IS
(SORT OF) A CRIME

The Santa Barbara County Auditor-Controller’s office is looking
for a few good entry-level accountants to work in its Internal
Audit division. You will learn how government operates while
performing financial and operational audits in an environment
that fosters creativity, challenges you to excel, and enables you
to make a difference.

• Check out the skate park at Santa Rosa Park.
Call the city at 781-73(X) for details.

WE
W IL L
BE
A C C EP T IN G
R ES U M ES
AND
CONDUCTING INTERVIEW S AT C A LPO LY TUESDAY,
MAY 13, IN CA R R ER SERVICES, BLDG 124, ROOM 203.
Applications for this position will be accepted between 5/12/03
and 5/19/03 only.

• IViwntown pedestrians will cheer merchants
* *. ï'

riding your skateboard.
If ytxj use the handrails at the courthouse to

Successful candidates will have a four-year degree in accounting,
finance, or management information systems, or equivalent
education. Candidates should be able to learn quickly, think
originally, and solve complex problems with little direction, and
should have good communication and computer skills.

practice new tricLs, a lawyer is sure to get himself
tangled up in your hoard and sue.

Follow the “no skateboarding’’ signs.

Experience in our Internal Audit division will qualify you for the
CPA experience requirement. We cover 75% o f the cost o f CPA
review courses and provide time off for the exam.
Job #03-0020-01. Formal applications will be accepted 5/12/03
-5/19/03. Applications received after 5pm 5/19/03 will not be
accepted. To apply visit our Website at www.sbcountyjobs.com

closing you with a hrixim if you’re caught

And don’t get yelled at.

.

t

The County of Santa Barbara is an Equal Opportunity employer.
I- ? ' Î-

i<

w w w .slopci.org

Arts & Culture
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Tricked Out

EXPRESSION

lì

market exhaust.
Department
of
“Most people would describe it as loud or Motor Vehicles
annoying, but to people who have an interest Web site, the
continued from page 7
in cars, it sounds good,” he said.
state charges an
Garland
Wong
has
also
visually
enhanced
initial $41 for a
Wong said, referring to the originally plain
personalized plate
white 1994 BM W 3 l8 i. “But I didn’t original- his lowered car with rims and a spoiler.
“Aside from performance, the goal is to with a yearly
ly know what. 1 guess I’m kinda flamboyant
..»..«assi'
make
your car look different, make it your additional
$25
and ridiculous, so that’s why I chose what I
own,” he said.
renewal fee. For a
did.’’
But
personalization
has
pros
and
cons.
higher price, the
Wong also said he never anticipated all the
W
hile
it
solves
the
problem
of
anonymity,
it
specified letter or
attention that he and his car now receive.
number configu
“Some people need more attention than also makes for a thin wallet.
ration can be
“A
normal
body
kit
—
painted,
put
on,
parts
others,” he said. “And I didn’t intend for this
to happen at all. But I’ve met a lot of people — can be about $3,000,” said Kurt Fredlund, a stamped on a
m echanical engineering sophomore who variety of decora
through my car.”
worked
at a body shop prior to coming to Cal tive and comComputer engineering senior Garland
Wong has also met people through his car. His Poly last fall. “But most people don’t go to a m e m o r a t i v e
1994 Toyota Supra boasts a head-turning after- custom body shop without expecting to spend plates, including
between $3,000 and $4,000 on modifications.” ones
with
Of
course, American
flag
there are ways to themes and art
the finan work by Wayne
cial blow. Wong, Thiebaud. Profits
who admits to from the plates
having
spent benefit respective
more than $2,500 non-profit orga
on
rims, makes a nizations.
*y^
ÄT he
2001
^
point to bring
CARLY HASELHUHN/MUSTANG DAILY
lunch from home Mustang Bullitt
From
lo
w
ered
trucks
(above)
to
cu
sto
m
-p
ain
ted cars (le ft), vehicles
Bartek Rejch can
almost every day.
t
have
evo
lved
fro
m
a
sim
ple
m
o
d
e
o
f
tra
n
s
p
o rta tio n to a un iq u e
“I gotta save often be seen dri
fo rm o f self-expression. These m odifications, how ever, com e w ith
in
and
for my car,” he ving
h e fty price tags.
said. “It’s a pas around San Luis
sion. You just
Obispo wields a
“Compensation is a form of defense,” Ryujin
__can ’t
leave
it
rear license plate the reads “SM KD YOO.”
said when asked if people might use cosmetic
Although the plate seems to present an or performance modifications to disguise inse
For those cash- aggressive challenge to those creeping up on curities. “In studies, people generally rate
conscious
car it, Rejch said it’s just a way to make his limit themselves better than they really are, and
enthusiasts who ed-edition car more recognizable without get cars aren’t any different.”
aren’t fond of the ting into body work.
But don’t fret, car buffs. Ryujin also said
daily
brown bag
“Plus, it’s just something fun to have,” he that expressing oneself in this fashion can be
COURTESY PHOTO
option, personal said. “It’s an icebreaker at car meets.”
fun.
izing a ride can
Despite the fact that a modified car or
“Anything in an extreme stage might be
start with the license plate — or both — can reap positive unhealthy,” he said. “But just making your car
license
plate. social results, there are some questions in faster, or making it look cool, there is positive
According to the regard to how healthy the car hobby is to pur enjoyment there.”
C a lif o r n ia
sue.

We're committed to care
-

Graduate to a great new guitar!

N

B lu e N o te M u s ic
Serving SLO with the finest selection o f guitars
and stringed instruments since 1986!

Martín
CoUings
Taylor
Santa Cruz

We pr o vi de s e r v i c e s for
women & men i nc l ud i ng :
Birth Control
Vasectomy
Mid-life services
Pregnancy testing
Options Counseling
STI testing & treatments
Emergency Contraception
Confidential HIV
Gynecological exams

• National
• Larrivee
•Alvarez • Breedlove

■

Downtown San Luis Obispo

■

rli

Fremont Theatre 541-2141
IN T H E B IG F R E M O N T

ANGER MANAGEMENT (PO-i 3)
T h u r 3 :3 0 6 :3 0 9 :3 0
E N D S TO D AY

T H E R E A L C A N C Ú N (R )
Thur2:30 5 « > 7 3 0 1 0 0 0
‘ M A U B U 'S M O S T W A N TE D (P G -13)
Ttwr 4 0 0 6:15 9 0 0
H O U S E O F A 10 00 C O R P S E S (R)
Thor 2:45 7:45
ENDS TODAY
W H A T A G IR L W A N TS (P G -13)
T N jf 5:15 10:15

ENOS TODAY

We offe r services at no cost for those
who qualify for state funding.

Downtown Centre Cinema
546-8600

We also accept Medi-Cal.

Planned Parenthood

IDENTITY (R)
Thur 2:45 6:00 7 15 9:45

743 Pismo St
San Luis Obispo
(8 0 5 ) 5 4 9 -9 4 4 6

IT RUNS IN THE FAMILY (PG -13)
Thur 4 15 7:00 9 40

HOLES (P G -13)
Thur 3:45 6:30 9:15

yv«rs Nomflii Rocl^fi Do0 Yellow Box Sideout Yolalile Splash Skelchers Nomai/
I

Visit our new location &
Enter now to win:

\
?
in

X E Y E S W ü ip

• A New Big Baby Taylor Guitar
• A New Martin B ackp acker
• Straw berry M usic Festival
weekenid passes for two
• Hoot Road Show concert tickets

CONFIDENCE (R)
Thur 3:00 5:15 7 3 0 10:00
•PHONE BOOTH (R)
Thur 3:1 5 5:45 8:00 10:00
E N D S TODAY
THE PIANIST (R)
Thur 6:15

CHICAGO (PG -13)
Thur 3:30 9:30

BULLETPROOF MONK (PG-13)
Thur 2:15 4:45 7:10 9:50
E N D S TODAY

5 7 0 H ig u e ra S t
Suite #120 in the Creamery
CLOTHIKIG & SHOES

ii^vids 767 H ig u e r a • D o w n t o w n SLO

805 541-6188
-

www.bluenotemusicslo.com

’ N O G ATS A C C E P T E D

tu d e n t D iscou n ts .
I Savailable
at both theatres ■
Times Valid TODAY ONLY
■

News
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ELECTIONS
continued from page 1
is the same,” said Parnell, a presidential
candidate and agribusiness senior. “We
have both taken so much from our
experiences at Cal Poly. It’s just some
thing we have built up over the last
year working with ASl, students, facul
ty, the Academic Senate and all
aspects of the campus. It is that we real
ly want to give hack.”

Parnell said the best way he and
Paasch, hioresource and agricultural
engineering senior, can give hack to
Cal Poly is by advocating for student
issues and for what they need.
“We have been here for four years,
and we have experienced Cal Poly, San
Luis Ohispti,” he said. “We are in touch
with students and what they want.”
While their platform emphasizes
three issues, the team plans on fighting
for student rights in every circum
stance that arises.

Mustang Daily

“Every year there are different situa Parnell said. “In student government,
tions, and we hope to tackle every issue it is imptutant that we realize that
with the most gusto that we can so that building the relationships that take us
the student voice is heard and under- far in what we want to accomplish
have to come first.”
stocxl,” he said.
During their past year’s involvement
Currently serving as the chair and
in
A Sl, Parnell said they built those
vice chair on the A Sl Board of
Directors, Parnell and Paasch combine relationships necessary to be the most
four years of leadership experience.
"In student government, the reality
of the situation is that (President)
Baker and the administration have the
final say in what happens on campus,”

efficient president and vice president.
“We can complain, we can voice our
opinions, hut if we aren’t willing to sit
down at a table and come up with a
plan of action and come up with com
promises in some cases to actually get
things accomplished, then nothing is
going to get accomplished,” he said.

O n lu 9 ^
San Luis Properties
539 Marsh Street

San Luis Obispo, CA 93701

The market is springing up with
wonderful opportunities. When
you or your friends are looking
for o utstanding real estate service
please give me a call!

R ic a r d o G a e t a
Realtor
(805)-78.3-4422
(805)441-8432

Ilu is Obispo * Corner of Broad Be. Marsh
M-Th 8-9:30 • Fri 8-8 •Sat & Sun 8-6 •www.tannerscove.net
Also la Santa M arla *323 To w n Center West *922-7977

j

pick up yo ur com pllm encary, p re m ie re issue oP
m agazine ad your local STA Travel branch.
cst# 1017560-40

STA

www.sdadravel.com
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ASI ELECTION INFORMATION

As an engineer in
the U.S. Air Force,
there’s no telling
what you’l l work on.
(S e rio u s ly , w e c a n ’t t e l l y o u .)

United States Air Force applied
technology is years ahead of what
youTl touch in the private sector, and
as a new engineer you’ll likely be
involved at the ground level of new and
sometimes classified developments.
You’ll begin leading and managing

Come to the ASl Elections information table and get
information about the candidates running for office.

FREE COOKIES!

within this highly respected group
from day one. Find out what’s waiting
behind the scenes for you in the
A ir Force today. To request more
information, call 1-8 0 0 -^ 2 3 -U S A F
or log on to airforce.com.

STUDENT GOVERNMENT

asi.calpoly.edu/government
U .S .A I R F O R C E

Mustang Daily

CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Sports

Mustang Daily

BROWN
continued from page 12

from being late to almost every prac
tice. I couldn’t have been this suc
cessful without Coach (Corkery);
he’s not only my athletic coach, but
he’s also a life coach. I’ve learned so
much from him.”

made the right decision.
“She has been an incredible asset
to the team,” head coach Terry
Crawford said. “She is one of our “S/ie has been an incredi
most consistent performers and we ble asset to the team. She’s
can always count on her points to be
there. It’s going to be hard to replace one o f our most consistent
her; I mean you can’t just replace an performers and we can
All-American with a freshman.”
always count on her points
Corkery agrees.
“She is exceedingly talented,” to be there.”
Corkery said. “She is full of persever
Terry Crawford
ance and I have watched her devel
Cal Poly track and field coach
op so much over the past five years.
She has come to understand that the
While she hasn’t quite mastered
sport now has to be something she
time management, she has learned a
wants to do. She knows it’s about
great deal in the industrial engineer
self-improvement and that nobody is
ing department.
making her do this but herself.”
“I’m really thankful to the athlet
Brown said she has learned a lot.
ic department here at Poly,” Brown
“I have grown a lot throughout
said. “If 1 had gone to a bigger school
college,” Brown said. “I’m a lot more
like U C LA , they wouldn’t have
mature, but that hasn’t stopped me

NOTEBOOK
continued from page 12
head coach John W ilson ...
Currently at Troy High School,
Hively has pitched 92 innings with
109 strikeouts, six walks and four
earned runs (0.30 ERA) ... She has
pitched a perfect game this season
along with five one-hitters ... As a
junior she pitched 142 innings with
109 strikeouts, 23 walks and a 0.79
ERA.

Women's Tennis

Cham pions add
more ifirepower
CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION RtPORT

Cal Poly has announced the sign
ing of Carol Erickson to enroll and

allowed me to major in a tough
major like engineering, but the flex
ibility of the department let me do
what I really wanted to.”
“She is a role model for what we
expect all Cal Poly athletes to be,”
Crawford said. “She is a tremendous
athlete, a great student and a selfless
all-around team player.”
After graduation this spring.
Brown plans to stay in the area and
continue training, with hopes of
qualifying for the Olympics in 2004.
“She’ll definitely qualify for the
U.S. Olympic Trials,” Corkery said.
“But she’ll have to achieve a certain
distance in order to make the actual
team, and she’ll probably need to
finish in the top three as well. All of
this is within her reach.”
Brown said the motivation needs
to come from inside her.
“I need to get more international
experience,” Brown said. “But with
every competition I become a better
athlete. I have to keep pushing
myself and continue keeping my eyes
on my goals.”
play tennis at Cal Poly.
Carol Erickson...Torrey Pines
High School/San Diego
Erickson was a member of the
Torrey Pines High School C IF San
Diego Section Championship team
that won four consecutive champi
onships.
Individually, she was a two-time
CIF San Diego Section Singles run
ner-up (2002 and 2003). Erickson
was
named
First-Team
AllAcademic C IF San Diego and the
San Diego Union Tribune’s G irl’s
Tennis Athlete of the Year'in 2003.
She was the team captain her senior
season. She is currently ranked No.
14 in Southern California Girls 16’s
and No. 72 nationally in USTA
Girl’s I6 ’s.
Head C oach Hugh Bream on
Erickscin: “Carol is a fantastic stu
dent-athlete who will make an
immediate impact for us as a fresh-
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classmen and freshmen) really have a
lot of ability and they really have a lot
of
self-confidence.”
continued from page 12
That confidence started with the
seniors
and has been passed down to
seeded.
u s e will host the first two rounds the underclassmen, who hope to con
tinue this level of excellence in the
of the Mustangs’ regional in Los
years to come.
Angeles.
“The seniors have taken us under
“It’s just great because our whole
their wings and shown us what we
team is from Southern California,”
can do and what happens when you
Cal Poly coach Hugh Bream said,
work hard,” freshman No. 2 singles
“and all their families are going to be
player Samantha Waller said. “I can’t
a part of this exprerience.”
wait to see what happens in the next
Senior Danielle Hustedt, the
three years.”
team’s No. 1 singles player, is just as
excited about the location.
▼.................................................................
“That was our No. 1 choice (for a ‘7t s just great because our
place to play),” she said. “Everyone’s
whole team is from
really excited because we’re going to
have a lot of fans. A lot of our parents Southern California, and
live there and it’ll be exciting for
all their families are going
them to come out.”
The Mustangs are 20-6 and on an to be a part o f this experi
emotional high from their conference ence.”
championship. W hile it would be
Hugh Bream
easy to have a “happy-to-be-here”
attitude, they said they believe any
Cal Poly women's tennis coach
thing can happen, especially if they
T he future is bright for the
reach the second round and play the
women’s tennis program considering
favored Trojans.
it has just four upprerclassmen —
“I think we can seriously work our
three seniors and junior Kate Romm.
way through the bracket,” Hustedt
But Friday’s match is all they can
said. “We played Southern California
think about right now.
earlier in the year and we definitely
They’ll take what they know about
have a chance.”
Georgia Tech — nothing — and do
It was during that match earlier
the best they can this weekend.
this season, along with the season“1 don’t know much about
opener, that Bream saw his team
(Georgia Tech),” Bream said. “I know
come of age and convince him the
they’re going to be a really solid team
tournament was within reach.
with a great lineup and we’re just
“We played Pepprerdine in our first
going to get in there, play the best
match of the year, which is tradition
match we can and see what happens.”
ally a national power,” Bream said of
The Mustangs’ first Big West title
the oprening 4-3 loss. “All of our
came at a price for Bream. Before the
returning players played extremely
season, he made a bet with the team
well but the freshmen were a little
that if they won conference, he would
nervous.
let them shave his head completely
“Then two weeks later, we played
bald.
Southern California, the No. 1 team
“This head hasn’t seen the light of
in the country (at the time), and all
day,” said Bream, whose head was
three freshmen went three sets,” he
shaved by the players at Wednesday’s
said with a smile. “At that p>oint, 1
practice. “It’ll be gleaming.”
realized K>th of these groups (upp>er-

Classified Advertising
Graphic A rts Building, Room 22Ó Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (80 5) 756-1143
Help W a n te d
SumnfMr Camp Counselors
Decathlon Sporta Club Palo Alto 6/23-8/15 9am-4pm
www.decathlonsportsclub.com

I Announcem ents I Announcem ents I Announcem ents I
Fratarnities, Sororitias,
Clubs, Studant Groups!

Skydiva Taft
studant discount

Say It Writs offers

Earn $1000-$2000 this semester
with a proven CampusFundraiser 3
hour fundraising event. Our

Tandem $140.00
Accelerated free fall $240.00
Video $70.00
661-765-JUMP
WWW. skyd ivetaft .com

professional editing for papers,
projects, theses, and
dissertations plus manuscripts
and textbooks-in-progress.
Call Susan at 543*6338.

programs maka fundrais*
ing aasy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly,
so get with the program! It works.
Contact
CampusFunderaiser at
888-923-3238, or visit

SUMMER CAMPS
www.daycampjobs.com

Day Camps seek Summer Staff
Residing in or near the
San Femando/Conejo Valleys
You can earn $2800-$3500 +
Spend your summer outdoors
working with children!
888-784-CAMP
WWW. workatcamp .com

ClassHleds
756*1143

Reward
for the return of the Walk to End
Homelessness orange vinyl banner
Please call 756-5120
if you have any information.

Want to get into
KiteSurfing?
For cheap lessons/gear
email
InfoOCallfomlaKIteSurfing.
com

SLO Green Party
and Cal Poly PSA meet
Sunday, May 4, 5pm,
Bldg. 10, rm 231
www.sio.greens.org,
544*1580
All are invited to Join us!

TIBETAN BUDDHIST
MEDITATION AND DHAR*
MA TEACHINGS with Lama
Khedrub. Ongoing on Wednesday
evenings, 6:30-8:30pm.
See www.bodhipath-west.org for
details

Rental H o using
Get Greek Stuff F-A-S-T!
Get group orders get great
discounts. Lettering, embroidery,
novelties. Visit online at
Connectsports.com
1-800-929-1897
alantran @ starpower. net

G ET YOUR CLASSIFIED
AD IN NOW!!

Studio For Rent
Available ASAP, short walk to
CP.
Great view overlooking pool.
Lnd/gym/store/internet on site
$675/month (805) 459-5342
Don’t miss out on your choice of
housing for the 2003-2004 school
year. 1 and 2 bedrooms available.
Call 544-3952 or visit
www.slorentals.com.

H o m e s For Sale
Cal Poly Home
One block from campus
at 225 Albert Dr.
4 Bd., 3 Ba., sun deck with
beautiful views
$595k 831-419-7759
805-547-9873
Houses and condos for sale
For a free list of all houses and
condos for sale in SLO call Nelson
Real Estate 546-1990 or email
Steve @ slohomes.com

View virtually ALL Homes
4 Sale in SLO @

www.SLOHomes4Sale.com
or call Tim Riley @ 748-1197

Large 3 Bdr, 2 Bath
Mobile Home, excellent for
students plus many other
properties. For a free list of
homes contact Jim McBride
Century 21 SLP 783-4403

Classifieds are killer!

Sports
Cal Poly Women's Tennis

SCORES

Notebook

baseìsa;,!

Track an d Field

''* c s f u l l e r t o n

James sets new
record in javelin

BASEBAi...

''“ c s f u l l e r t o n

CAL POLY SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

3ASË&''..

S

U*

ANTA
BA RBA RA
—
Senior Ryan James set a new
Cal Poly record in the javelin
in leading the Cal Poly men’s team
to a 107-88 win over D C Santa
Barbara in a dual meet Saturday.
The Cal Poly women’s team,
despite winning 10 individual
events, lost 103-90 to the Gauchos.
James broke his own school
record (224 feet, 3 inches) set in
2000 with a throw of 235-11 in
winning the javelin while Travis
Morse won both the 100 meter
(10.63) and the 200 meter (21.77).
Other Cal Poly men’s individual
event winners were Ryan Kugel
with a season-best 6-6 in the high
jump, Ryan Moorecroft with per
sonal-best 3:50.30 in the 1500
meter, Blake Swier in the 500
meter (14:45.84), Jon Takahashi in
the fKile vault (16-0), Jon Howard
in the shot put (53-10 1/2) and Jon
Walker in the 4(X) meter hurdles
(53.52).
The women’s team was paced hy
LeBren Martin and Cortney
Stafford each winning two events.
Martin won the 200 meter (24.47)
and the 400-meter (55.96). Both
times were personal-bests for
Martin. Stafford took home first in
the long jump (18-10) and triple
jump (40-2 1/4).
O ther event winners for the
Mustangs were Amanda Garcia in
the shot put (45-3 1/2), Kaylene
Wagner in the high jump (5-10),
Kathryn Schlegel in the 1500meter (4:30.87), Wilamena Cisco
in the 100-meter hurdles (14.04)
and Maggie Vessie in the 800 meter
(2:10.31).
The women’s 4 x 4(X) meter relay
team ran a season-best 3:46.25 in
winning the event.
Both the men’s and women’s
teams return to action Friday at the
Stanford Spring All-Comers meet
in Stanford.

''• c s f u l l e r t o n

IWKK'S
''“ p a c i f i c
T R A C K v 'IC E lE iiD ’

ucsb

BRIAN KENT/MUSTANG DAILY

The Cal Poly w om en's tennis te a m w atches th e big screen a t The G rad u ate in San Luis O bispo as th e
M u s ta n g s 'firs t-ro u n d o p p o n e n t is an noun ced on ESPNews W ednesday.

They love LA .
► Mustangs open NCAA
Tournament at DSC with
'homecourt aidvantage'
By Ryan McAdams
MUSTANG

d a il y

STAFF WRITER

W hen the members of the
Mustangs’ women’s tennis team saw
“Cal Poly’’ on the television screen

during ESPN’s announcement of the
women’s national tournament brack
et, they celebrated.
The Mustangs had reason to, con
sidering they have won their first Big
West Conference title in schtx)! his
tory and may not have to hoard a
plane to get to their first-round site.
Cal Poly will face unseeded
Georgia Tech Friday (13-6) in the

see TENNIS, page 11

By Devin Kingdon
MUSTANG DAILY STAFF WRrtER

Like many young athletes, thrower
Stephanie Brown has Olympic
dreams. But the thing about
Stephanie is that her dreams could
easily become reality.
“Most people don’t ‘ really under
stand just how good she is,” Cal Poly
throwing coach Pete Corkery said.
“Because throwing isn’t a popular
sport on campus, people don’t know
that she is nationally one of the best
at both the shot put and discus."
In fact. Brown is already a four
time All-American athlete and will
probably end up as a six-timer by the
end of the season. The fifth-year
engineering major also holds the
school record for the shot put and is
aiming for the discus record as well.
Brown, who will graduate in the
spring, said Cal Poly has been the
perfect place for her to perfect her tal
ent.
“Cal Poly was a great place to get a
great education and it allowed me to
do track as well as basketball,” said
Brown, an Atascadero native.
Brown was a dual-sport athlete in
high school until she blew out her
knee playing basketball in the lOrh
grade.
“After my injury I decided to stick
with just throwing,” Brown said. “I
thought it was the sport that I had the
greatest potential for.”
According to her coaches, she

C AL POj,Y SPORTS INFORMATION REPORT

MATT WECHTER/MUSTANG DAILY

S tep h an ie Brow n holds th e school record in th e shot p u t.

SCHEDULE
BASEÇALi,

fri., may 2,7 p.m.
<8) irvine

BASEÇALl^

sat., may 3.6 p.m.
® irvine

BASEÇAL i,

sun., may 4,1 p.m.
® irvine

''“ uc irvine
''“ U C i r v i n e

''“ U C

irv in e

SOFTRAl. 1
''“ C S f u l l e r t o n

sat., may 3,12 p.m.
Ofullerton

'.iCFnWLL

sat., may 3,2 p.m.
O fullerton

''.(DRmuL

sun., may 4,12 p.m.
®fullerton

''“ c s f u l l e r t o n

CS fullerton
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Throwing for the gold

M u stan gs sign
phenom pitcher

see NOTEBOOK, page 11

first round, with the possibility of
meeting No. 5 seed University of
Southern California or Sacramento
State in the second round.
The NCAA women’s tournament
includes 64 teams, 31 of which
receive automatic bids and 33 atlarge berths. The top 16 teams are

Cal Poly's Stephanie Brown

S o ftball

Cal Poly announced the signing
of Emily Hively to enroll and par
ticipate in softball at the university.
Emily HiveIy...5-7, RHP Troy
High School / Fullerton
Hively is a two-time All-Freeway
League selection (2001 and 2002)
entering her senior year and Most
Valuable Player in 2002 ... She was
A ll-C IF Southern Section and
named to the L.A. Times All(Dounty Second-Team in 2(X)1 ...
She was a member of the 1999
ASA 14U National Championship
team and earned ASA SO C A AllNational Team in 1997 ... Hively
was a member of hack-to-back
Southern
California
State
Championship team in 1998 and
1999 ... In 2002 she played club for
the O .C. Lionettes 18 Gold for

■iirsf. piare:

. TENNIS;
''■' b i g w e s t

see BROWN, page 11

W. W^VTER PQLÛ
n a tio n a ls

STATS

sat., may 3
® Wisconsin

I

Did you know?
Former Cal Poly wide
receiver Kassim Osgood,
w ho transferred to San
Diego State at the
beginning of the 2001
season, signed with the
San Diego Chargers as a
free agent Monday after
being passed over in the
NFL draft. Osgood, w ho
owns several Cal Poly
receiving records, will be
reunited with former Cal
Poly quarterback Seth
Burford, w hom the
Chargers drafted in the 7th
round last year.

TRIVIA
today s question

Who NA^as oh basé when Kirk]
Gibson hit his ganne-winning ]
homer in the 1988 World Series^
Submit answers to: jliackso&calpoly.edu

Which college player playetJ
on the Dream Team?
Ghnstlan üaetttiar
Congratulations Carlos Oropeza, Jon
Heredia, Mike Chapman. Joshua Ory, Lilani
Estado, Ben Cervantes, Bernard Badion,
Daniel Faddis, Abel da Loara, Tyrone
Biggums, Ed Gutman, Andra Cobarly, Dana
Horton, Malla Spencer, Timothy O’connor,
Erik Hansen, Ryan McAdams and Rob
McAllisterllll

Sports editor Jacob Jackson can
be reached at 756-1796 or jljackso@calpoly.edu.

